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The process of dimerization, in which two monomers bind to each other and form a dimer, is common in
nature. This process can be modeled using rate equations, from which the average copy numbers of the reacting
monomers and of the product dimers can then be obtained. However, the rate equations apply only when these
copy numbers are large. In the limit of small copy numbers the system becomes dominated by fluctuations,
which are not accounted for by the rate equations. In this limit one must use stochastic methods such as direct
integration of the master equation or Monte Carlo simulations. These methods are computationally intensive
and rarely succumb to analytical solutions. Here we use the recently introduced moment equations which
provide a highly simplified stochastic treatment of the dimerization process. Using this approach, we obtain an
analytical solution for the copy numbers and reaction rates both under steady-state conditions and in the
time-dependent case. We analyze three different dimerization processes: dimerization without dissociation,
dimerization with dissociation, and heterodimer formation. To validate the results we compare them with the
results obtained from the master equation in the stochastic limit and with those obtained from the rate equations
in the deterministic limit. Potential applications of the results in different physical contexts are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dimerization is a common process in physical, chemical,
and biological systems. In this process, two identical units
�monomers� bind to each other and form a dimer �A+A
→A2�. This is a special case of a more general reaction pro-
cess �heterodimerization� of the form A+B→AB. Dimeriza-
tion may appear either as an isolated process or incorporated
in a more complex reaction network. The modeling of dimer-
ization systems is commonly done using rate equations,
which incorporate the mean-field approximation. These
equations describe the time evolution of the concentrations
of the monomers and the dimers. Assuming that the system is
spatially homogeneous, these concentrations can be ex-
pressed either in terms of the copy numbers per unit volume
or in terms of the total copy number of each molecular spe-
cies in the system. The rate equations are reliable when the
copy numbers of the reacting monomers in the system are
sufficiently large for the mean-field approximation to apply.
However, when the copy numbers of the reacting monomers
are low, the system becomes highly fluctuative and the rate
equations are no longer suitable. Therefore, the analysis of
dimerization processes under conditions of low copy num-
bers requires the use of stochastic methods �1,2�. These
methods include the direct integration of the master equation
�3,4� and Monte Carlo �MC� simulations �5–9�. The master
equation consists of coupled differential equations for the
probabilities of all the possible microscopic states of the sys-
tem. These equations are typically solved by numerical inte-
gration. However, in some simple cases, the steady-state
probabilities can be obtained by analytical methods �4,10�.
The difficulty with the master equation is that it consists of a
large number of equations particularly if the dimerization
process is a part of a larger network. This severely limits its
usability for the analysis of complex reaction networks
�11,12�. Monte Carlo simulations provide a stochastic imple-
mentation of the master equation following the actual tem-

poral evolution of a single instance of the system. The mean
copy numbers of the reactants and the reaction rates are ob-
tained by averaging over an ensemble of such instances. In
both methods, there is no closed-form expression for the
time dependence of the copy numbers and reaction rates.
Another method that has been used in the context of grain-
surface chemistry in the interstellar medium is the modified
rates method �13–15�. In this method, the rate coefficients
are modified in a semiempirical way taking into account the
effect of the small-system size on the reaction rates. How-
ever, these equations still involve only the average concen-
trations and ignore the fluctuations, thus providing only ap-
proximate results for small systems.

Recently, a new method for the stochastic modeling of
reaction networks was developed, which is based on moment
equations �16–18�. The moment equations are much more
efficient than the master equation. They consist of only one
equation for each reactive species, one equation for each
reaction rate, and in certain cases one equation for each prod-
uct species. Thus, the number of moment equations that de-
scribe a given chemical network is comparable to the number
of rate equations, which consist of one equation for each
species. Moreover, unlike the rate equations, the moment
equations are linear equations. In some cases, this feature
enables to obtain an analytical solution for the time-
dependent concentrations.

In this paper, we apply the moment equations to the
analysis of dimerization systems with fluctuations. Unlike
the commonly used rate equations, the moment equations are
accurate even in the limit of low copy numbers, where fluc-
tuations are large. For most systems, there is no analytical
solution for the time-dependent chemical kinetics particu-
larly when fluctuations are taken into account. For the dimer-
ization process, we present an analytical solution for the
time-dependent concentrations of the reactant and product
species, their variance, and the reaction rate. We identify and
characterize the different dynamical regimes of the system as
a function of the parameters. We examine the validity of our
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solution by comparison to the results obtained from the mas-
ter equation. The analysis is performed for three variants of
the system: dimerization, dimerization with dissociation, and
heterodimer formation.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we analyze
the dimerization process using the moment equations and
provide an analytical solution for the time-dependent con-
centrations. In Sec. III we extend the analysis to the case in
which dimers may dissociate. In Sec. IV we generalize the
analysis to the formation of heterodimers. The results are
summarized and potential applications are discussed in Sec.
V.

II. DIMERIZATION SYSTEMS

Consider a system of molecules, denoted by A, which
diffuse and react on a surface or in a liquid solution. Mol-
ecules are produced or added to the system at a rate g �s−1�
and degrade at a rate d1 �s−1�. When two molecules encoun-
ter each other they may bind and form the dimer D. The rate
constant for the dimerization process is denoted by a �s−1�.
This rate constant depends on the system size. To appreciate
this fact, consider a system with a single pair of A molecules,
each of them located randomly in the volume of the system.
We denote by � the average time it will take them to react.
The time � is determined by the size of the system and by the
diffusion rate of the molecules. The reaction rate for a single
pair is given by 1 /�. When the number of molecules, N, is
increased, the number of such randomly located pairs is
N�N−1� /2. Since the molecules are still located randomly
and any pair of molecules may react, the reaction rate in this
case is proportional to the number of pairs. In our notation,
the rate constant a is simply 1 / �2��.

For simplicity, we assume that the product molecule, D, is
nonreactive and undergoes degradation at a rate d2 �s−1�. The
chemical processes in this system can be described by

�→
g

A ,

A→
d1

� ,

A + A→
a

D ,

D→
d2

� . �1�

A. Rate equations

The dimerization system described above is characterized
by the average copy number of the monomers, �NA�, and by
the average copy number of the dimers, �ND�. Denoting the
average dimerization rate by �R� �s−1�, the rate equations for
this system take the form

d�NA�
dt

= g − d1�NA� − 2�R� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − d2�ND� + �R� . �2�

These equations include a term for each process which ap-
pears in Eq. �1�. The factor of 2 in the reaction term of the
first equation accounts for the fact that the dimerization pro-
cess removes two A molecules producing one dimer. As ex-
plained above, the dimerization rate, �R�, is proportional to
the number of pairs of A molecules in the system,
�NA���NA�−1� /2, where the factor of 1/2 is absorbed into the
rate constant a. As long as the copy number of A molecules
is large, it can be approximated by

�R� = a�NA�2. �3�

Equation �2� forms a closed set of two nonlinear differential
equations. Their steady-state solution is

�NA�ss =
d1

4a
�− 1 + �1 + 8�� ,

�ND�ss =
d1

2

16ad2
�− 1 + �1 + 8��2, �4�

where � is the reaction strength parameter given by

� =
ag

d1
2 . �5�

Two limits can be identified. In the limit where ��1, the
steady-state dimerization rate satisfies �R�ss�g /2 and the
steady-state dimer population is �ND�ss�g /2d2. This means
that almost all the monomers that are generated end up in
dimers and the monomer degradation process becomes irrel-
evant. Therefore, this limit is referred to as the reaction-
dominated regime. The degradation-dominated limit is ob-
tained when ��1. In this limit �NA�ss�g /d1, �R�ss

�ag2 /d1
2=�g, and �ND�ss�ag2 / �d1

2d2�, namely, most of the
monomers that are generated undergo degradation and only a
small fraction end up in dimers.

The time-dependent solution for the population size of the
A molecules can be obtained from the first equation in Eq.
�2�. The result is

�NA� = �NA�ss −
1

2a�
�1 + Cet/��−1, �6�

where �=1 /�d1
2+8ag is the relaxation time and the param-

eter C is determined by the initial conditions. In the reaction-
dominated regime, where ag�d1

2, the relaxation time con-
verges to ��1 /�8ag. In the degradation-dominated regime,
it approaches ��1 /d1.

The rate equation analysis is valid as long as the copy
numbers of the reactive molecules are sufficiently large �19�.
In the limit in which the copy number �NA� of the monomers
is reduced to order unity or less, the rate equations �Eq. �2��
become unsuitable. This limit can be reached in two situa-
tions: when the monomer concentration is very low or when
the volume of the system is very small. In the limit of low
copy number of the monomers, the system becomes domi-
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nated by fluctuations which are not accounted for by the rate
equations. A useful characterization of the system is given by
the system-size parameter

N0 =
g

d1
, �7�

which approximates the copy number of the monomers in
case that the dimerization is suppressed. The parameter N0
provides an upper limit for the monomer population size
under steady-state conditions. It can be used to characterize
the dynamical regime of the system. In the limit where N0
�1 the copy number of the monomers is typically large and
the rate equations are reliable. However, when N0�1 the
system may become dominated by fluctuations. In this re-
gime, the rate equations fail to account for the population
sizes and the dimerization rate. In Fig. 1 we present a sche-
matic illustration of the parameter space in terms of � and N0
identifying the four dynamical regimes.

B. Moment equations

To obtain a more complete description of the dimerization
process, which takes the fluctuations into account, we
present the master-equation approach. The dynamical vari-
ables of the master equation are the probabilities P�NA ,ND�
of having a population of NA monomers and ND dimers in the
system. The master equation for the dimerization system
takes the form

dP�NA,ND�
dt

= g�P�NA − 1,ND� − P�NA,ND��

+ d1��NA + 1�P�NA + 1,ND� − NAP�NA,ND��

+ d2��ND + 1�P�NA,ND + 1� − NDP�NA,ND��

+ a��NA + 2��NA + 1�P�NA + 2,ND − 1�

− NA�NA − 1�P�NA,ND�� . �8�

The first term on the right-hand side accounts for the addi-
tion or formation of A molecules. The second and third terms
account for the degradation of A and D molecules, respec-
tively. The last term describes the reaction process, in which
two A molecules are annihilated and one D molecule is
formed. Since �NA� might be of order unity or less, one must
use the exact expression for the number of pairs of A mol-
ecules given by NA�NA−1� /2. Therefore, the dimerization
rate can be expressed in terms of the moments of P�NA ,ND�
as

�R� = a��NA
2� − �NA�� , �9�

where the moments are defined by

�NA
nND

m� = 	
NA=0

ND=0

�

NA
nND

mP�NA,ND� , �10�

and n and m are integers. Note that in the stochastic formu-
lation, the expression used for the dimerization rate, �R�, is
different than in the deterministic approach �Eq. �3��. The
two expressions are equal in case that P�NA� is a Poisson
distribution, for which the mean and the variance are equal.
Master equation �8� for the dimerization system can be ana-
lytically solved to obtain the steady-state probabilities P�NA�.
This solution can be found in Refs. �4,10�. However, an ana-
lytical solution for the time-dependent case is currently not
available. For dimerization systems in the degradation-
dominated limit, the probability distribution P�NA� ap-
proaches the Poisson distribution. This can be seen from Eq.
�8� by tracing over ND and taking the limit a→0. The result-
ing equation can be easily solved using a generating function
yielding a Poisson distribution.

As � increases and the system enters the reaction-
dominated regime, P�NA� becomes different from Poisson. In
Fig. 2 we present the marginal probability distributions
P�NA� �circles� as obtained from the master equation for four
choices of the parameters, each in one of the four regimes
shown in Fig. 1. In the limit of N0�1 and ��1 �a� the
system is in the reaction-dominated regime �quadrant I in
Fig. 1� and the results obtained from the master equation
deviate from Poisson �solid lines�. Here the parameters are
g=0.5, d1=2, a=200, and d2=10 �s−1�. The distribution
shown in �b�, where N0�1 and ��1 �quadrant II in Fig. 1�,
also deviates from the Poisson distribution. Here the param-
eters are g=100, d1=1, a=1, and d2=10 �s−1�. In the limit
of N0�1 and ��1 �c� the system is in the degradation-
dominated regime �quadrant III in Fig. 1� and correspond-
ingly P�NA� coincides with the Poisson distribution. Here the
parameters are g=0.5, d1=5, a=1, and d2=10 �s−1�. Finally,

FIG. 1. Dimerization systems can be classified into four differ-
ent regimes characterized by the system size parameter, N0=g /d1,
and by the reaction strength parameter �=ag /d1

2. In the large-
system limit, where N0�1 �quadrants II and IV�, the monomer
copy number is typically large and the fluctuation level of the sys-
tem is low. In the small-system limit, where N0�1 �quadrants I and
III�, the monomer copy number is low and the system becomes
dominated by fluctuations. The reaction strength parameter charac-
terizes the dominant dynamical process in the system. In the limit
where ��1 �quadrants I and II� the process of dimerization is
dominant and the degradation is suppressed. In the limit where �
�1 �quadrants III and IV� the degradation process is dominant and
only a small fraction of the monomers undergo dimerization.
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in �d� N0�1 and ��1 �quadrant IV in Fig. 1�, the system is
dominated by degradation and as before, the master-equation
results coincide with the Poisson distribution. Here the pa-
rameters are g=10, d1=1, a=5�10−3, and d2=10 �s−1�.

In addition to the analytical solution mentioned above, the
master equation �Eq. �8�� can also be integrated numerically
using standard steppers such as the Runge Kutta method
�20,21�. In numerical simulations, one has to truncate the
master equation in order to keep the number of equations
finite. This is achieved by setting upper cutoffs NA

max and
ND

max on the numbers of A and D molecules, respectively.
This truncation is valid if the probability for the number of
molecules of each type to exceed the cutoff is vanishingly
small.

Note that the population sizes of the A and D molecules
and the dimerization rate are expressed in terms of the first
moments of P�NA ,ND� and one of its second moments, �NA

2�,
and do not depend on higher moments. Therefore, a closed
set of equations for the time derivatives of these first and
second moments could directly provide all the information
needed in order to evaluate the population sizes and the
dimerization rate �16�. Such equations can be obtained from
the master equation using the identity

d�NA
nND

m�
dt

= 	
NA=0

ND=0

�

NA
nND

mdP�NA,ND�
dt

. �11�

Inserting the time derivative of P�NA ,ND� according to Eq.
�8�, one obtains the moment equations. The equations for the
average copy numbers are

d�NA�
dt

= g − d1�NA� − 2�R� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − d2�ND� + �R� , �12�

while the equation for the dimerization rate is �Eq. �9��

d�R�
dt

= �2ag + 4a2��NA� + �10a − 2d1��R� − 4a2�NA
3� . �13�

Equation �12� has the same form as rate equation �2�. How-
ever, the term for the dimerization rate, �R�, as appears in the
moment equations is different from the analogous term in the
rate equations �Eq. �3��.

Equation �12�, together with Eq. �13�, is a set of coupled
differential equations, which are linear in terms of the mo-
ments. Although we have written the equations only for the
relevant first and second moments, the right-hand side of Eq.
�13� includes the third moment for which we have no equa-
tion. In order to close the set of equations one must express
this third moment in terms of the first and second moments.
Different expressions have been proposed. For example, in
the context of birth-death processes the relation �NA

3�
= �NA

2��NA� was used �22�. This choice makes the moment
equations nonlinear, which might affect their stability. An-
other common choice is to assume that the third central mo-
ment is zero �which is exact for symmetric distributions� and
use this relation to express the third moment in terms of the
first and second moments �23�. Here we use a different ap-
proach. We set up the closure condition by imposing a highly
restrictive cutoff on the master equation. The cutoff is set at
NA

max=2. This is the minimal cutoff that still enables the
dimerization process to take place. Under this cutoff, one
obtains the following relation between the first three mo-
ments �16�:

�NA
3� = 3�NA

2� − 2�NA� . �14�

Using this result, one can bring the moment equations �Eqs.
�12� and �13�� into a closed form:

d�NA�
dt

= g − d1�NA� − 2�R� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − d2�ND� + �R� ,

d�R�
dt

= 2ag�NA� − 2�d1 + a��R� . �15�

Numerical integration of these equations provides all the re-
quired moments from which the population sizes and the
dimerization rate are obtained. One may question the rel-
evance of the highly restrictive cutoff used above in the deri-
vation of Eqs. �14� and �15�. To address this, we show below
that the resulting set of moment equations is valid over a
much broader range of conditions, even when �NA��1. In
this light, the truncation scheme should be viewed only as a
convenient way to derive the moment equations, but not as
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FIG. 2. �Color online� The steady-state probability distribution
P�NA� as obtained from the master equation �circles� for �a� small
reaction-dominated system, �b� large reaction-dominated system,
�c� small degradation-dominated system, and �d� large degradation-
dominated system. For the degradation-dominated systems ��c� and
�d��, P�NA� can be fitted by a Poisson distribution �solid lines�. For
the reaction-dominated systems ��a� and �b��, P�NA� significantly
deviates from the Poisson distribution.
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an actual restriction on their domain of validity. We note that
it is possible to extend the moment equations, pushing the
truncation to higher moments. It turns out that in the stochas-
tic regime, where the moment equations are needed, the trun-
cation scheme presented here provides accurate results and
there is no need to go to higher moments. Furthermore, add-
ing higher moments makes it impractical to obtain analytical
solutions.

1. Steady-state analysis

The steady-state solution of the moment equations takes
the form

�NA�ss =
g�a + d1�

2ag + d1a + d1
2 ,

�ND�ss =
ag2

d2�2ag + d1a + d1
2�

,

�R�ss =
ag2

2ag + d1a + d1
2 . �16�

In the limit of very small copy numbers the approximation
appearing in Eq. �14� is valid. Thus, in this limit the moment
equations provide accurate results, both for the population
sizes �first moments� and for the dimerization rate �involving
a second moment�. To evaluate the validity of the moment
equations in the limit of large copy numbers, we compare
Eq. �16� with the solution of rate equation �4�, which is valid
in this limit. Consider the large-system limit, where N0�1
�Eq. �7��. In this limit, the common term in the denominators
in Eq. �16� approaches d1

2�2�+1�, where � is the reaction
strength parameter given by Eq. �5�. Thus, in the
degradation-dominated limit, where ��1, the steady-state
solution of the moment equations approaches

�NA�ss =
g

d1
,

�ND�ss = a
g2

d2d1
2 ,

�R�ss = a
g2

d1
2 . �17�

Here we use the fact that in order to satisfy both the large-
system limit �N0�1� and the degradation-dominated limit
���1�, one must also require d1�a. The results appearing
in Eq. �17� are consistent with the results of the rate equa-
tions in this limit. Recall that the rate equations are reliable
for large systems. We thus conclude that the moment equa-
tions are valid for large populations in the degradation-
dominated regime. To test the results of the moment equa-
tions for large systems in the reaction-dominated regime we
examine the case of ��1. Here Eq. �16� is reduced to

�NA�ss =
a + d1

2a
,

�ND�ss =
g

2d2
,

�R�ss =
g

2
. �18�

In this limit, the monomer copy number �NA�ss, obtained
from the moment equations, does not match the rate equation
result. Nevertheless, the results for the dimer population size,
�ND�ss, and for the dimerization rate �R�ss, do converge to the
results obtained from the rate equations.

We thus conclude that the accuracy of the moment equa-
tions is maintained well beyond the small-system limit. The
equations provide accurate results for the dimer copy num-
ber, �ND�ss, and for the dimerization rate, �R�ss, for both small
and large systems �quadrants I–IV in Fig. 1�. As for the
monomer copy number, the moment equations provide an
accurate description in all limits, except for the limit where
both N0�1 and ��1 �quadrant II in Fig. 1�. Even in this
limit, the accuracy can be improved by including equations
for higher order moments. However, in most cases this is not
really needed because in this limit the rate equations are
valid. In Table I we present a characterization of the different
dynamical regimes and the applicability of the moment equa-
tions for the evaluation of the copy numbers and the dimer-
ization rate in each regime.

In Fig. 3 we present the monomer copy number �NA�ss

�circles�, the dimer copy number �ND�ss �squares�, and the
dimerization rate �R�ss �triangles�, as obtained from the mo-
ment equations, versus the reaction strength parameter, �.
The rate constants are g=0.01, d1=1, and d2=5 �s−1�. The
reaction rate, a, is varied. These parameters satisfy the small-
system limit N0�1. The moment equation results are in ex-
cellent agreement with those obtained from the master equa-
tion �solid lines�. However, since the populations are small,
the results of the rate equations show deviations �dashed
lines�. In Fig. 4 we present �NA�ss �circles�, �ND�ss �squares�,
and �R�ss �triangles�, as obtained from the moment equations,
versus the reaction strength parameter, �. Here the rate con-
stants are g=103, d1=0.1, and d2=0.1 �s−1�. As before, the
reaction rate, a, is varied. These parameters satisfy the large-
system limit N0�1, and thus the rate equation results
�dashed lines� are accurate. Although the populations are
large for the entire parameter range displayed, the results of

TABLE I. The validity �� � or invalidity �� � of the moment
equations for the evaluation of �NA�, �ND�, and �R� in the different
limits of the dimerization system. The results for �ND� and �R� are
valid in all limits. The results for �NA� are invalid in the limit of
large systems and reaction-dominated kinetics.

N0�1 N0�1

��1 ��1 ��1 ��1

�NA� � � � �

�ND� � � � �
�R� � � � �
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the moment equations are in excellent agreement with those
obtained from the rate equations. The only deviation appears
in the results for the monomer population in the limit ��1.
For the parameters used in this simulation it was impractical
to simulate the master equation.

In any chemical reaction it is important to characterize the
extent to which fluctuations are significant. From the master
equation, one can evaluate the fluctuation level in the mono-
mer copy number given by the variance

	2 = �NA
2� − �NA�2, �19�

where 	 is the standard deviation. The problem is that the
expression for 	 includes the first moment �NA�, which is not
always accurately accounted for by the moment equations.
However, when the copy number is sufficiently large, the
rate equations apply, and thus one can extract the value of
�NA�2 in this limit from the rate equations. On the other hand,
the moment equations account correctly for the second mo-
ment �NA

2� by �NA
2�= �R� /a+ �NA�. Using this relation, the re-

sult at steady state is

	2

= 

g�d1

3 + a2�d1 + g� + a�2d1
2 + d1g + 2g2��

�2ag + ad1 + d1
2�2 for N0 
 1

g�g + d1 + a�
2ag + ad1 + d1

2 −
d1

2

16a
�− 1 + �1 + 8��2 for N0 � 1.�

�20�

In Fig. 5 we present the coefficient of variation 	 / �NA�ss

�circles�, as obtained from Eq. �20� versus the system size
parameter N0. The parameters are d1=1, a=1, and d2
=5 �s−1� and g is varied. Here �NA�ss was extracted from the
moment equations for N0
1 and from the rate equations for
N0�1. In the small-system limit �N0�1�, the average fluc-
tuation becomes much larger than �NA�ss. The system is thus
dominated by fluctuations. As the system size increases, 	
becomes small with respect to �NA�ss implying that the sys-
tem enters the deterministic regime. In order to validate our
results, we compare them with results obtained from the
master equation �solid line�. For N0�1 the agreement is per-
fect, as in this limit the moment equations are expected to be
accurate. A slight deviation appears for N0�1, where 	 is
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FIG. 3. �Color online� The average monomer copy number,
�NA�ss �circles�, the average dimer copy number, �ND�ss �squares�,
and the dimerization rate, �R�ss �triangles�, versus the reaction
strength parameter, �, as obtained from the moment equations under
steady-state conditions. The parameters used here satisfy the small-
system limit, namely, N0=10−2. The moment equation results are in
perfect agreement with the results obtained from the master equa-
tion �solid lines�. However, the rate equation results �dashed lines�
show significant deviations. This is because in the limit of small
monomer copy number the system is dominated by fluctuations,
which are not accounted for by the rate equations. Note that �NA�ss

and �ND�ss are dimensionless while �R�ss is units of s−1.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The average monomer copy number,
�NA�ss �circles�, the average dimer copy number, �ND�ss �squares�,
and the dimerization rate, �R�ss �triangles� versus the reaction
strength parameter, �, as obtained from the moment equations under
steady-state conditions. The parameters used here satisfy the large-
system limit, namely, N0=104. In this limit the rate equations
�dashed lines� are reliable. The moment equation results are in
agreement with the results obtained from the rate equations for the
dimer copy number and its production rate. This is in spite of the
fact that the copy numbers are large, far beyond the conditions for
which the moment equations are designed. For the monomer copy
number, the moment equations deviate in the reaction-dominated
limit ���1�. Slight deviations in the results for �ND�ss and �R�ss

appear around ��1, where the crossover from the degradation-
dominated regime to the reaction-dominated regime takes place.
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constructed by combining results obtained from the moment
equations and from the rate equations. In both limits, Eq.
�20� is found to provide a good approximation for the fluc-
tuation level of the system.

2. Time-dependent solution

The time-dependent solution for �NA� can be obtained by
solving the two coupled equations for �NA� and for �R� in Eq.
�15�. The equation for �ND� receives input from these two
equations. However, the dimers are the final products of this
network and �ND� has no effect on �NA� and �R�. Thus, the
equations for �NA� and �R� can be decoupled from the equa-
tion for �ND�. One obtains a set of two coupled linear differ-
ential equations of the form

N�̇ = MN� + b� , �21�

where N� = ��NA� , �R��, b� = �g ,0� and the matrix M is

M = �− d1 − 2

2ag − 2�d1 + a�
 . �22�

The two eigenvectors of the matrix M are given by

v�1 = �2a + d1 − 

4ag

1
�, v�2 = �2a + d1 + 

4ag

1
� , �23�

where =�4a2+d1
2+4ad1−16ag. The corresponding eigen-

values are

−
1

�1
=

1

2
�− 2a − 3d1 − �, −

1

�2
=

1

2
�− 2a − 3d1 + � .

�24�

Using the matrix Q= �v�1 ,v�2�, one can write Eq. �21� as

Q−1N�̇ = Q−1MQQ−1N� + Q−1b� . �25�

The result is a set of two uncoupled differential equations of
the form

f�̇ =�−
1

�1
0

0 −
1

�2

� f� + k� , �26�

where f�=Q−1N� and k� =Q−1b� . The solution of Eq. �26� is

f��t� = �k1�1 + C1e−t/�1

k2�1 + C2e−t/�2
 , �27�

where C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants. Multiplying Eq.
�27� from the left-hand side by the matrix Q one obtains the
time-dependent solution of Eq. �21�, which is

�NA� =
g�a + d1�

2ag + ad1 + d1
2 + Q1,1C1e−t/�1 + Q1,2C2e−t/�2,

�R� =
ag2

2ag + ad1 + d1
2 + Q2,1C1e−t/�1 + Q2,2C2e−t/�2. �28�

The first terms on the right-hand side of Eq. �28� are the
steady-state solutions �NA�ss and �R�ss as they appear in Eq.
�16�. The second and third terms represent the time-
dependent parts of �NA� and �R�. These terms exhibit an ex-
ponential decay with two characteristic relaxation times, �1
and �2. Practically, since �1��2, the effective relaxation time
for the monomers is �A=�2.

In the limit of small copy numbers, where N0�1, Eq.
�28� accounts correctly for the copy numbers and for the
reaction rates. In this limit �where g�d1�, one obtains �A
�1 /d1. In the limit of large copy numbers, where N0�1,
one has to distinguish between degradation-dominated and
reaction-dominated systems. Consider a degradation-
dominated system, where N0�1 and ��1. These two con-
ditions require that d1�a. As before, the effective relaxation
time is approximated by �A�1 /d1. This result is consistent
with the results of the rate equations in this regime �Eq. �6��.
A peculiar result arises in the reaction-dominated regime, in
the limit of large populations. In this limit ��4a2−16ag.
For a�4g the parameter  becomes a purely imaginary
number. This result leads to spurious oscillations in the so-
lution presented in Eq. �28�. As shown for the steady-state
solution �Eq. �16��, the moment equations consistently fail in
the limit of reaction-dominated systems with large copy
numbers. To obtain the relaxation time in this limit, one can
rely on the results obtained from the rate equations, which
give �A�1 /�8ag. The relaxation times in all the different
limits are summarized in Table II.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� The coefficient of variation of the mono-
mer copy number, 	 / �NA�ss, versus the system size parameter N0

�circles�, as obtained from Eq. �20�. As the average population size
increases, 	 becomes smaller than �NA�ss. For N0�1 the results are
in perfect agreement with those obtained from the master equation
�solid line�. For N0�1, where the expression in Eq. �20� combines
results obtained from the moment equations and the rate equations,
a slight deviation emerges. Nevertheless, Eq. �20� is shown to pro-
vide a good approximation for 	.
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Finally, we refer to the time evolution of the dimer popu-
lation �ND�. The equation for �ND� is the second equation in
Eq. �15�, where �R� is to be taken from Eq. �28�. The solution
of this equation takes the form

�ND� = �ND�ss + C̃1e−t/�1 + C̃2e−t/�2 + C3e−t/�3, �29�

where �ND�ss is taken from Eq. �16�, C̃i=Q2,iCi / �d2
− �1 /�i��, where i=1,2, �3=1 /d2 and C3 is an arbitrary con-
stant. The effective relaxation time for the copy number of
the dimer product depends on the value of �3. If �3��A, the
copy number of the dimers relaxes rapidly. Thus, the time
required for the dimers to reach steady state is determined by
the monomer relaxation time, namely, �D��A. In the oppo-
site case, where �3��A, the monomer population reaches
steady state quickly and the production rate of the dimers
acts in effect as a constant generation rate. Correspondingly,
the relaxation time for �ND� in this limit is approximated by
�D�1 /d2 �Table II�.

In Fig. 6�a� we present the time evolution of �NA�
�circles�, �ND� �squares�, and �R� �triangles�, as obtained
from the moment equations. The parameters are g=2
�10−3, d1=0.05, a=100, and d2=5 �s−1�. These parameters
correspond to the small-system limit and to the reaction-
dominated regime �quadrant I in Fig. 1�. The moment equa-
tions �symbols� are in perfect agreement with the master
equation �solid lines�. The rate equations �dashed lines� de-
viate from the stochastic results both in evaluating the
steady-state values of �NA�, �ND�, and �R� and in predicting
the relaxation times of �NA� and �R�. According to the rate
equations, this relaxation time should be �A�1 /�8ag
�0.8 �s�, while according to the stochastic description �A
�1 /d1�20 �s�. In Fig. 6�b� we present results for a system
in the large population limit and in the regime of reaction-
dominated kinetics �quadrant II in Fig. 1�. Here the param-
eters are g=10, d1=0.5, a=1, and d2=10 �s−1�. Under these
conditions the moment equations fail to produce the correct
time transient and give rise to an oscillatory solution �sym-
bols�. In this regime the results obtained from the rate equa-
tions �dashed lines� are accurate and coincide with the
master-equation results �solid lines�. Note that even in this
case the moment equations provide the correct values for the
dimer production rate, �R�, and for the dimer population,

�ND�, under steady-state conditions. In Fig. 6�c� the param-
eters are g=0.01, d1=2, a=10, and d2=10 �s−1�. These pa-
rameters satisfy the small-system limit and are in the kinetic
regime dominated by degradation �quadrant III in Fig. 1�.
The results are in perfect agreement with those obtained
from the master equation �solid lines�. However, the rate
equations �dashed lines�, although displaying similar relax-
ation times, show significant deviations in the steady-state
values of �ND� and �R�. In Fig. 6�d� we present results for the
case of a large system, where the parameters are g=10, d1
=0.5, a=10−3, and d2=0.05 �s−1�. These parameters corre-
spond to a system in the degradation-dominated regime
�quadrant IV in Fig. 1�. Although in this system the copy
numbers are large, the results obtained from the moment
equations �symbols� are in perfect agreement with those ob-
tained from the master equation �solid lines� and from the
rate equations �dashed lines�. Here the relaxation time for the
monomer population is �A�1 /d1 and for the dimer popula-
tion it is �D�1 /d2.

TABLE II. The relaxation times for �NA� and �ND� in the differ-
ent limits of the dimerization system. For the monomer population
the relaxation time is determined by the degradation rate, d1, in
three of the four limits. In the reaction-dominated, large-system
limit the relaxation time is determined by �8ag. In case that the
degradation rate of the dimer, d2, is large, its relaxation follows that
of the monomer population. Otherwise, it is determined by d2.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� The time dependence of �NA� �circles�,
�ND� �squares�, and �R� �triangles� as obtained from the moment
equations. Four different limits are observed. In the limit where
N0�1 and ��1 �a� the moment equations are in perfect agreement
with the master equation. In this limit, the rate equations fail to
account both for the steady-state copy numbers and for the relax-
ation time. According to the rate equations, the relaxation time is
��1 /�8ag, while according to the moment equations it is �
�1 /d1, in agreement with the master equation. In the limit where
N0�1 and ��1 �b�, the rate equations and the master equation are
in good agreement. In this limit the moment equations fail to pro-
duce the correct time-dependent solution, as they predict an oscil-
latory convergence toward steady state. Note, however, that even in
this limit, the moment equations do provide correct results for the
steady-state values of �ND� and �R�. In the limit where N0�1 and
��1 �c�, the moment equations are in perfect agreement with the
master equation �solid lines�. The rate equations �dashed lines�,
which do not account for fluctuations, fail in this limit. The limit
where N0�1 and ��1 is shown in �d�. Although the copy numbers
are large in this limit, the moment equations are still in perfect
agreement with the master equation. Not surprisingly, the rate equa-
tions also apply.
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III. DIMERIZATION-DISSOCIATION SYSTEMS

To generalize the discussion of the previous section we
now consider the case where the dimer product D may un-
dergo dissociation into two monomers at a rate u �s−1�. The
chemical processes in this system are thus

�→
g

A ,

A→
d1

� ,

A + A→
a

D ,

D→
d2

� ,

D→
u

A + A . �30�

A. Rate equations

The rate equations for this reaction take the form

d�NA�
dt

= g − d1�NA� − 2�R� + 2u�ND� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − �d2 + u��ND� + �R� , �31�

where �R�=a�NA�2. These equations are similar to Eq. �2�,
except for the u terms which account for the dissociation. We
define the effective reaction rate constant as aeff=a�d2 / �u
+d2�� such that the effective dimerization rate is �R�eff
=aeff�NA�2. Under steady-state conditions, Eq. �31� can be
written as

g − d1�NA� − 2�R�eff = 0,

�R�eff − d2�ND� = 0. �32�

They take the same form as Eq. �2�, for dimerization without
dissociation, under steady-state conditions. The steady-state
solution for these equations is

�NA�ss =
d1

4aeff
�− 1 + �1 + 8�eff� ,

�ND�ss =
d1

2

16aeffd2
�− 1 + �1 + 8�eff�2, �33�

where

�eff =
gaeff

d1
2 �34�

is the effective reaction strength parameter. In the limit
where d2�u, most dimers undergo degradation. The disso-
ciation process is suppressed and the effective reaction rate
constant is aeff�a, namely, the solution approaches that of

dimerization without dissociation. In the limit where d2�u,
most of the produced dimers end up dissociating into mono-
mers and correspondingly aeff→0. In this limit, the dimer-
ization and dissociation processes reach a balance. The ef-
fective dimerization rate vanishes and �NA�ss�g /d1.

B. Moment equations

In order to conduct a stochastic analysis we present the
master equation for the dimerization-dissociation system,
which takes the form

dP�NA,ND�
dt

= g�P�NA − 1,ND� − P�NA,ND��

+ d1��NA + 1�P�NA + 1,ND� − NAP�NA,ND��

+ d2��ND + 1�P�NA,ND + 1� − NDP�NA,ND��

+ a��NA + 2��NA + 1�P�NA + 2,ND − 1�

− NA�NA − 1�P�NA,ND��

+ u��ND + 1�P�NA − 2,ND + 1� − NDP�NA,ND�� .

�35�

This equation resembles Eq. �8�, except for the last term
which accounts for the dissociation process. The master
equation can be solved numerically by imposing suitable cut-
offs, NA

max and ND
max. However, an analytical solution is cur-

rently unavailable. To obtain a much simpler stochastic de-
scription of this system we refer to the moment equations.
Following the same steps as in the previous section, we im-
pose the minimal cutoffs on the master equation that enable
all the required processes to take place. More specifically, we
choose NA

max=2 in order to enable the dimerization. We do
not limit the copy number of the dimer, ND. However, we do
not allow NA�0 and ND�0 simultaneously, because A and
D molecules do not react with each other. These cutoffs re-
produce the closure condition of Eq. �14�. They also gives
rise to another closure condition, which is needed here,
namely, �NAND�=0. This closure condition reflects the fact
that in the truncation we used A and D molecules are not
allowed to reside in the system simultaneously. The closed
set of moment equations takes the form

d�NA�
dt

= g − d1�NA� − 2�R� + 2u�ND� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − �u + d2��ND� + �R� ,

d�R�
dt

= 2ag�NA� − 2�d1 + a��R� + 2au�ND� . �36�

The steady-state solution of these equations is

�NA� =
g�aeff + d1�

2gaeff + d1aeff + d1
2 ,

�ND� =
aeffg

2

d2�2gaeff + d1aeff + d1
2�

,
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�R� =
ag2

2gaeff + d1aeff + d1
2 . �37�

Note that this solution resembles the steady-state solution
shown in Eq. �16�, except for the replacement of a by aeff. As
before, the validity of the moment equations can be charac-
terized by the system size parameter, N0, and by the effective
reaction strength parameter �eff. For small systems, where
N0�1, the approximation underlying the moment equations
is valid, and thus the moment equations provide accurate
results for �NA�, �ND�, and �R�. In the limit of large systems,
where N0�1, the validity of the moment equations can be
evaluated by comparison with the rate equations. Two limits
are observed. In the degradation-dominated limit, where
�eff�1, the solution obtained from moment equation �37�
converges to the solution obtained from rate equation �33�.
The moment equations are thus valid in this limit for the
monomer copy number, �NA�, as well as for the dimer copy
number, �ND�, and its production rate, �R�. However, for
large systems in the reaction-dominated limit, where �eff
�1, the moment equations converge to the rate equations
only for �ND� and �R�. In this limit the monomer population
size, �NA�, is not correctly accounted for by the moment
equations. In conclusion, the validity of the moment equa-
tions is the same as in the case of dimerization without dis-
sociation �Table I� under the substitution �→�eff.

In Fig. 7 we present �NA�ss �circles�, �ND�ss �squares�, and
�R�ss �triangles�, as obtained from the moment equations for
the dimerization-dissociation system versus the effective re-

action strength, �eff. Here the parameters are g=0.02, d1=1,
a=2500, and d2=1 �s−1�. The variation in �eff along the
horizontal axis was achieved by varying the dissociation rate
constant u. For these parameters the system is in the small
population limit, namely, N0�1. The moment equation re-
sults are found to be in perfect agreement with the results
obtained from the master equations �solid lines�. However,
the rate equations �dashed lines� show significant deviations
for a wide range of parameters. These deviations are largest
when the dimerization process is dominant ��eff�1� as the
effects of stochasticity become important. In Fig. 8 we
present �NA�ss �circles�, �ND�ss �squares�, and �R�ss �triangles�,
as obtained from the moment equations, versus the effective
reaction strength, �eff. Here the parameters are g=1000, d1
=1, a=1, and d2=1 �s−1�. The dissociation rate constant, u,
was varied. For these parameters the system is in the large
population limit, namely, N0�1. Although the population
sizes of the monomer and of the dimer are large, the moment
equations are in perfect agreement with the rate equations
�dashed lines� in the limit of �eff�1. For �eff�1 this agree-
ment is maintained for the dimer population size and for its
production rate. In this limit the monomer population size is
not accounted for by the moment equations. Slight deviations
in �ND� and �R� appear within a narrow range around �eff
�1. In this narrow range the effective reaction strength pa-
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FIG. 7. �Color online� The average monomer copy number,
�NA�ss �circles�, the average dimer copy number, �ND�ss �squares�,
and the dimerization rate, �R�ss �triangles�, versus the effective re-
action strength parameter, �eff, as obtained from the moment equa-
tions for the dimerization-dissociation reaction. The parameters
used here represent the small-system limit, namely, N0=0.02. The
moment equation results are in perfect agreement with those ob-
tained from the master equation �solid lines�. However, the results
of the rate equations �dashed lines� show significant deviations.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� The average monomer copy number,
�NA�ss �circles�, the average dimer copy number, �ND�ss �squares�,
and the dimerization rate, �R�ss �triangles�, versus the effective re-
action strength parameter, �eff, as obtained from the moment equa-
tions for the dimerization-dissociation reaction. The parameters
used here represent the large-system limit, namely, N0=103. In this
limit the rate equations �dashed lines� are reliable. The moment
equation results are in agreement with those obtained from the rate
equations for the dimer copy number and its production rate. How-
ever, for the monomer copy number, the moment equations deviate
in the reaction-dominated limit ��eff�1�. Slight deviations in the
results for �ND�ss and �R�ss appear around �eff�1, where the cross-
over from the degradation-dominated regime to the reaction-
dominated regime takes place.
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rameter is far away from either of its limiting values. In any
case, these deviations are insignificantly small.

In the case of the dimerization-dissociation process, mo-
ment equation �36� is a set of three linear coupled differential
equations. As opposed to the case of dimerization without
dissociation, here the equation for �ND� does not only receive
input from the other two equations but also generates an
output into those equations. This does not enable one to
solve the first and third equations independently to obtain a
time-dependent solution as shown in the previous section.
Here the time-dependent solution will include three charac-
teristic time scales for the relaxation times of both �NA�,
�ND�, and �R�. To obtain these time scales we first write Eq.
�36� in matrix form as

N�̇ = MN� + b� , �38�

where N� = ��NA� , �ND� , �R��, b� = �g ,0 ,0�, and

M = �− d1 2u − 2

0 − �u + d2� 1

2ag 2au − 2�d1 + a�
� . �39�

The time-dependent solution of the moment equations is
given by

Ni = Ni
ss + 	

j=1

3

Cije
−t/�j , �40�

where i , j=1,2 ,3. Here, N� ss= ��NA�ss , �ND�ss , �R�ss�, and the
matrix elements Cij are determined by the initial conditions
of the system. The relaxation times � j are

� j = −
1

� j
, �41�

where � j, j=1,2 ,3, are the eigenvalues of the matrix M �Eq.
�39��. The time-dependent solution obtained from the mo-
ment equations applies in the limits where N0�1 or in the
limits where N0�1 and �eff�1. In the limit where N0�1
and �eff�1, the time-dependent solution should be obtained
from the rate equations �Eq. �31��.

IV. HETERODIMER PRODUCTION

Consider the case where the reacting monomers are from
two different types of molecules, A and B. Each of these
molecules is generated at a rate gA �gB� and degraded at a
rate dA �dB�. The two molecules react to form the dimer D
=AB at a rate a �s−1�. The dimer product undergoes degra-
dation at a rate dD �s−1�. For simplicity, here we assume that
the process of the dimer dissociation is suppressed. The
chemical processes in this system are thus

�→
gA

A ,

�→
gB

B ,

A→
dA

� ,

B→
dB

� ,

A + B→
a

D ,

D→
dD

� . �42�

The average copy numbers of the reactive monomers and of
the dimer product are described by the following set of rate
equations:

d�NA�
dt

= gA − dA�NA� − �R� ,

d�NB�
dt

= gB − dB�NB� − �R� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − dD�ND� + �R� , �43�

where �R�, the dimer production rate, is given by

�R� = a�NA��NB� . �44�

The master equation for this system describes the time evo-
lution of the probabilities P�NA ,NB ,ND� for a population NA
molecules of type A, NB molecules of type B, and ND dimers
D in the system. It takes the form

dP�NA,NB,ND�
dt

= gA�P�NA − 1,NB,ND� − P�NA,NB,ND��

+ gB�P�NA,NB − 1,ND� − P�NA,NB,ND��

+ dA��NA + 1�P�NA + 1,NB,ND� − NAP�NA,NB,ND��

+ dB��NB + 1�P�NA,NB + 1,ND� − NBP�NA,NB,ND��

+ dD��ND + 1�P�NA,NB,ND + 1� − NDP�NA,NB,ND��

+ a��NA + 1��NB + 1�P�NA + 1,NB + 1,ND − 1�

− NANBP�NA,NB,ND�� . �45�

In the stochastic description the production rate of the dimer
D is proportional to the number of pairs of A and B mol-
ecules in the system, namely,

�R� = a�NANB� . �46�

A more compact stochastic description can be obtained from
the moment equations. Here one must include equations for
the first moments �NA�, �NB�, and �ND�, and for the produc-
tion rate, which involves the second moment �NANB�. The
results for the first moments can be obtained by tracing over
the master equation as shown in Sec. II. However, when
deriving the equation for �R� one obtains

d�R�
dt

= agB�NA� + agA�NB� − �dA + dB��R� − a2��NA
2NB�

+ �NANB
2� − �NANB�� , �47�

which includes third moments for which we have no equa-
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tions. To obtain the closure condition we follow the proce-
dure presented in Sec. II and impose highly restrictive cut-
offs on the master equation. Here the cutoffs are chosen as
NA

max=NB
max=ND

max=1. These are the minimal cutoffs that en-
able the dimerization process to take place. Under these cut-
offs, the third order moments appearing in Eq. �47� can be
expressed by �18�

�NA
2NB� = �NANB

2� = �NANB� . �48�

One then obtains a closed set of moment equations

d�NA�
dt

= gA − dA�NA� − �R� ,

d�NB�
dt

= gB − dB�NB� − �R� ,

d�ND�
dt

= − dD�ND� + �R� ,

d�R�
dt

= agB�NA� + agA�NB� − �dA + dB + a��R� . �49�

As in the case of the homomolecular dimerization presented
above, the validity of the moment equations extends well
beyond the cutoff restriction. It can be characterized by four
parameters. The first two are N0

A=gA /dA and N0
B=gB /dB,

which provide the upper limits on the monomer population
sizes �NA�ss and �NB�ss, respectively. The second two param-
eters are the reaction strength parameters, which in the case
of heterodimer production are �A=agA / �dAdB� and �B
=agB / �dAdB�. In the limit where the populations are small,
the moment equations provide accurate results for all the
moments appearing in Eq. �49�. When the populations are
large, the moment equations provide accurate results for the
dimerization rate, �R�, and for the dimer population �ND�.
However, if the reaction strength parameters are also large,
the moment equations will not correctly account for the
monomer population sizes, �NA� and �NB�.

In Fig. 9 we present �NA�ss �circles�, �NB�ss �squares�,
�ND�ss �triangles�, and �R�ss �� �, versus the reaction strength
parameters �A=�B, as obtained from the moment equations.
Here the parameters are gA=10−2, gB=10−2, dA=1, dB=10,
and dD=0.2 �s−1�, and the parameter a is varied. These pa-
rameters are within the limit of small populations. The re-
sults are in perfect agreement with those obtained from the
master equation �solid lines�. The rate equations �dashed
lines� show strong deviations, which are mainly expressed in
the reaction-dominated regime. In Fig. 10 we present �NA�ss

�circles�, �NB�ss �squares�, �ND�ss �triangles�, and �R�ss �� �
versus the reaction strength parameters �A=�B, as obtained
from the moment equations. Here the parameters are gA
=103, gB=103, dA=1, dB=10, and dD=0.2 �s−1�, and the pa-
rameter a is varied. These parameters are within the limit of
large populations. Nevertheless, the results obtained from the
moment equations for �ND�ss and for �R�ss are in good agree-
ment with those obtained from the rate equations �dashed
lines� in both the reaction-dominated limit and in the
degradation-dominated limit. For the monomer population

sizes, �NA�ss and �NB�ss, the moment equations apply only in
the limit where �A�1 and �B�1.

V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have addressed the problem of dimerization reactions
under conditions in which fluctuations are important. We fo-
cused on two types of reactions, homomolecular dimeriza-
tion �A+A→A2� and heterodimer production �A+B→AB�.
Common approaches for the stochastic simulation of such
reaction systems include the direct integration of the master
equation and Monte Carlo simulations. The master equation
involves a large number of coupled equations, for which
there is no analytical solution in the time-dependent case.
Monte Carlo simulations are often computationally intensive
and require averaging over large sets of data. As a result, the
relaxation times and the steady-state populations for given
values of the rate constants can only be obtained by numeri-
cal calculations.

Here we have utilized the recently proposed moment
equations method, in order to obtain an analytical solution
for the relaxation times and for the steady-state populations.
The moment equations provide an accurate description of
dimerization processes in the stochastic limit, at the cost of
no more than three or four coupled linear differential equa-
tions. Another useful feature of these equations is that in
certain cases they also apply in the deterministic limit. Using
the moment equations we obtained a complete time-
dependent solution for the monomer population �NA�, the
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FIG. 9. �Color online� The average monomer copy numbers,
�NA�ss �circles� and �NB�ss �squares�, the average dimer copy num-
ber, �ND�ss �triangles�, and the dimerization rate, �R�ss �� �, versus
the reaction strength parameters, �A=�B, as obtained from the mo-
ment equations, for the heterodimer production system. The param-
eters used here represent the small-system limit. The moment equa-
tion results are in perfect agreement with those obtained from the
master equation �solid lines�. However, the results of the rate equa-
tions �dashed lines� show significant deviations.
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dimer population �ND�, and the dimerization rate �R�, in the
case of homomolecular dimerization. Expressions for the re-
laxation times and the steady-state populations were found in
terms of the rate constants of the different processes. In the
case of heterodimer production the moment equations in-
clude four coupled linear equations. These equations can be
easily solved by direct numerical integration. However, a
general algebraic expression for this solution is tedious and
was not pursued in this paper. Stochastic dimerization pro-
cesses appear in many natural systems. Below we discuss
several examples.

One of the most fundamental chemical reactions taking
place in the interstellar medium is hydrogen recombination,
namely, H+H→H2 �24–27�. This reaction occurs on the sur-
faces of microscopic dust grains in interstellar clouds
�28–30�. The resulting H2 molecules participate in further
reactions in the gas phase giving rise to more complex mol-
ecules �31�. They also play an important role in cooling pro-
cesses during gravitational collapse and star formation. In
recent years there has been much activity in the computa-
tional modeling of interstellar chemistry. While the gas phase
chemistry can be simulated by rate equations �32,33�, the
reactions taking place on the dust grain surfaces often require
stochastic methods �3,4,9�. This is because under the extreme
interstellar conditions of low gas density, the population
sizes of the reacting H atoms on the surfaces of these micro-

scopic grains are small and highly fluctuative �7,13,14,34�.
The processes taking place on the grains are the accretion of
H atoms onto the surface, the desorption of H atoms from the
surface, and the diffusion of atoms between adsorption sites
on the surface. These processes can be described by the
dimerization system discussed in Sec. II. In recent years,
experimental work was carried out in an effort to obtain the
relevant rate constants and for certain grain compositions
these constants were found �35–39�. The solution of the mo-
ment equations, as appears in Sec. II, provides the produc-
tion rate of molecular hydrogen on interstellar dust grains, in
the limit of small grains and low fluxes, where fluctuations
are important.

In the biological context, regulation processes in cells can
be described by networks of interacting genes �40,41�. The
interactions between genes include transcriptional regulation
processes as well as protein-protein interactions �42�. Due to
the small size of the cells, some of these proteins may appear
in low copy numbers with large fluctuations �43–46�. Deter-
ministic methods are thus not suitable for the modeling of
these systems. Dimerization of proteins is a common process
in living cells. In particular, many of the transcriptional regu-
lator proteins bind to their specific promoter sites on the
DNA in the form of dimers. It turns out that such dimeriza-
tion, taking place before binding to the DNA, provides an
effective mechanism for the reduction of fluctuations in the
monomer copy numbers �47�.

In a broader perspective, complex reaction networks ap-
pear in a variety of physical contexts. The building blocks of
these networks are intraspecies interactions and interspecies
interactions. Thus, the analysis presented in this paper of
homomolecular and heteromolecular dimerization processes
lays the foundations for the analysis of more complex net-
works. Complex stochastic networks are difficult to simulate
using standard methods because they require exceedingly
long simulation times. Recently, it was shown that the mo-
ment equations are suitable for the simulation of complex
networks. More specifically, it was demonstrated for the
methanol network in interstellar clouds, which involves
seven reactive species and ten reactions �17,18�. In the sto-
chastic regime, the results were found to be consistent with
those obtained from the master equation. Using standard
desktop computers, the comparison was possible as long as
the number of equations in the master equation did not ex-
ceed about a million equations. To illustrate the efficiency of
the moment equations, we note that the set of moment equa-
tions for the methanol network consists of only 17 equations.
Unlike the dimerization system, in complex networks, the
moment equation results are obtained from direct numerical
integration, while analytical results are not available. We
conclude that the moment equations, applied here to dimer-
ization systems, provide a highly efficient method for the
simulation of complex chemical networks.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� The average monomer copy numbers,
�NA�ss �circles� and �NB�ss �squares�, the average dimer copy num-
ber, �ND�ss �triangles�, and the dimerization rate, �R�ss �� �, versus
the reaction strength parameters, �A=�B, as obtained from the mo-
ment equations for the heterodimer production system. The param-
eters used here represent the large-system limit. In this limit the rate
equations �dashed lines� are reliable. The moment equation results
are in agreement with the results obtained from the rate equations
for the dimer population and its production rate. However, for the
monomer copy numbers, the moment equations deviate in the
reaction-dominated limit ��A�B��1�.
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